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Reef spotting as Orianne and crew sail into Moorea

Sweet PeaSweet Pea -Old world charm, high tech to the core

The getting of 

Investec Loyal on her way to the finish line

ROLEX-Daniel Forster photo
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   My partner Jan, flew to Longreach for the 
birth of her first grand child, leaving me stuck 
in the marina, pissing rain and 25 knots, with 
our puppydog Molly (Moppie) and a fresh 
booklet of graph paper. Nothing like a week of 
rain for the aspiring designer!  A visit from 
Des of Valkyrie changed everything, as he 
suggested to go electric motor, as he had on

       his dingy.  By Herman Geerlings, MY Sweet Pea   This made me want a boat again, a trailer sailer, 
Photos courtesy of  Jan & Herman Geerlings so I could visit my favourite anchorages minus the 

  As I have been living on my bush block on solar passage making.  I made an  offer on a 26ft 
power for 30 years I was interested in the concept.  After 25 years sailing up & down the Queensland Macgregor, got it, and did a number inside to make 
As luck would have it the timing was perfect.  The coast, the last 15 in my 30ft S&S Session, I had to her boat-like nice and get rid of that plastic-
technology for electric cars with their lithium-ion deal with a stuffed back and a heart attack and it fantastic feel she had.  I had some boat building 
batteries, and electric motors off the shelf, changed seemed that my days on the water were over. experience, having built a few boats in Holland in 
a crazy dream into a feasible idea (That was the Session was sold, a land-yacht (VW van) was fitted the 70 s, and Session in 1992.  Jobs right, and 
first proposed name for the boat, Leonard Cohen on out, and I tried the grey nomad trip.  This is easy towed MacBooful from northern New South to 
stage ....”last time I was here, just a kid of 60 with peasy cruising (finally did Tassy) but we missed the Rosslyn Bay, to cruise Keppel Bay and found the 
a CRAZY DREAM”.....).weird & wonderful fellow rovers, the adventure, the one redeeming feature of Macgregors - they tow 

sense of achievement of a passage well made and beautifully!  60 knots wind ward on her one axle 
  With a bee in my bonnet it was off to town the the snug anchorage with a fresh mackerel in the trailer, and the sail performance of a log.
next day to buy a block of urethane foam, to shapecockpit.
a model scale 10:1.  I have built another 7 since,    True, I was spoiled rotten by the S&S, but I found 
complete with upholstered  furniture and miniature   After 2 years of land-lubbering we gathered at out why they put such big out-boards on em.  Try 
pots and pans in the galley. Truth be told, at one Amity Point, Straddie, with a fine collection of sailing wind ward in one, in anything more than 8 
stage I came to the conclusion that its more fun to cruising yachties to spread the ashes of one of us, knots, and I do know how to trim sails.  And the lay 
build models than the big ones. And lots cheaper.  John Rowe (aka John Williwaw).  In his will John out -  we referred to our bunk in the fore-peak as 
The danger is in showing your mates the model, had arranged to have caravan-park accommodation “the coffin”!  Surely I could build something better, 
who then want to know when you are gonna build for all, and a trailer full of beer and sea-food. but the aluminium trailer, rated at 1900kg was a 
it.  Everybody stayed for 2 or 3 days, and it was good wonderful thing, if I could design and build a  boat 

continued next page...to see my old cruising buddies again. that fit on this.......
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This was my chance to lay out a boat exactly to   So the birthing took place, and with 
my liking, and after 35 years living on boats for plenty of help from the mid-men (cant 
months every year, I knew what I wanted.  This call them midwifes, can I?) she got 
period is known in designers circles as the launched, floating spot on on her 
gestation phase, where you can fantasise away designed waterline (thanks Mark!).  
without committing yourself (and your time and Dazed, exhilerated and empty (well, I 
$$$). had this boat in my brains for a year ya 

know ), I groped for the hand of my 
  A trip up the Richmond River, Ballina to Lismore partner Jan, who amazingly enough was 
(and 10 miles further up the creeks) in MacBooful still my partner.  Building boats can tax 
minus her mast and a visit with John Hitch (who is relationships (Jan: “Herm?  HERMAN!  
also building a riverboat), wetted my appetite even You are NOT really here, are you?  
more.  I entered the next phase; I was proper Listen, you might as well build the 
pregnant with this idea, it had to come out.  John bloody thing, so you can come back to 
was building in polycore panels. this world!!!  Just make sure that there 

is a good size bed in a roomy fore-
peak.”).

At this moment she is on her (Macgregor) trailer in   A quick return to the jetty to pick up the midwife 
Yamba awaiting her next trip, the Tweed River up men and the beer, and we were off. I seated 
to Mt. Warning. Look out for us on a river near you myself in the comfy helmschair, opened the 
and give us a cooee, we will gladly make you steering window and gave it some throttle.  WE 
welcome onboard and show you a new, true SHOT FORWARD AT 6.5 KNOTS, instant 
alternative in boating.  We will be travelling acceleration, that's electric motors for you!  All this 
Moreton Bay (love Canaipa Passage and Straddie) in an eery silence; the noise from the motor is as if 
and Sandy Strait later on.  We will keep you there is someone in the cockpit with a sewing 

    The next phase of the pregnancy is the hard posted.machine!  That was 2 weeks ago, and we are 
yakka one, and where money leaves your bank pigging out on her, trip after trip.  The solar panels 
account at an alarming rate.  Again, luck was with Cheers, happy boating, and may the wind that are keeping up with the demand, and it does not 
me, I fell in with the right guys (Buddha: it does follows you not be your own.cease to amaze me how silent and vibration free 
not matter where you go, it matters with who).  she glides through the water. 
Some 15 years ago I befriended Pete and Caroline TCP NOTE:  Herman sent a few pages of details 
on S.Y. Axeman, and Pete  is now working with his of  Sweet Pea.  Not enough room in these print   We are just back from a trip up the Esk river, a 
mate Mark as Yamba Yacht Services, in Yamba, my pages, but go to E-TCP #52 where they will be tributary of the Clarence River.  Full on rainforest, 
home port.  Pete got us a shed at the marina for a there and more pictures of this u-beaut river orchids, water lilies, its birdlife and a tree canopy 
very reasonable price from Kay Cottee  (“oh no boat.  TCP approved!that arches from each side over the river.  Her 
Herm, you are not gonna paint her lime-green are shallow draught (1foot), gives access 
you??!!”) and we enjoyed full co-operation from all to many places previously out of 
staff there. bounds.  She is an easy boat to live 

on, the  airy cabin with full 1.92m 
  We built Sweet Pea in 4 months of blood, sweat standing height and oodles of 
and oodles of sandpaper.  I cannot praise the guys ventilation, make it a good summer 
enough; they are really good boatbuilders.  Their boat.  “The Pea” will live this 
professional understanding of the job, their summer in Yamba and whom ever 
cheerful can-do approach made it fun to be there.  wants to see her please contact Pete 
The proof of their workmanship is for all to see; at:  or 
check out the boat! me, Herm, at: 
       

We cruised in our landyacht to Bellingen, and 
presented Mark Stephens from Australian 
Composite Panels with  the model.  Mark made a 
computer CAD image, complete with all furniture 
and then a  CNC cut out legend, and the different 
lay-ups, all in epoxy.  The whole boat, complete 
with windows and building jigs arrived some weeks 
later in a kit form, 12 polycore panels, 6 by 2.4m, 
computer router cut, ready for assembly.

www.yambayachtservices.com

sweetpea@thecoastalpassage.com

Herman, Jan and Molly the pup

On the road with the matching van!



SOLAR PANELS range remaining.  The whole system, panels, batteries 
. and motor are virtually maintenance free, and under 
The solar panels are 4 @ 200 w = 800 watts, and are warranty. (the panels 20 years!)   More info on the 
monitored by a regulator  (PL60,plasmatronics). This motor at:
will cut off the charge when full, and tell you how much is 
coming in.  It also has a 10 day record of how much 
charge you had every day PERFORMANCE  AND RANGE

Sweet Peas best economic speed is 5.1 kn (9.5km) at a BATTERIES
power consumption of 1000 w.  This will give her a range  
of 110 nm (200km), at 80% discharge of the batteries.  The battery bank is 12 batteries @ 180 amp  =2160 
Enter the solar panels and a different scenario unfolds.  amp @ 13.2 Volts, or 27 KW.  They are grouped in 3 
For example: you cruise on a sunny day for 6 hours at banks of 48 Volt.  The batteries are lithium-ion,22.5 kg 
5.1 kn, you used 6000w. The panels would give you easy each,  270 kg total. This makes a good ballast for the 
say 5000 w that day, or better. Even on a overcast day boat, and with 80 litre water tanks, enhances her 
you would harvest 2000w, giving you 6 days cruising in stability  The batteries have a cycle life of 3000 cycles at 
overcast conditions. This would make the range  180nm 70% discharge, and much more at a lesser discharge. 
or340km. When there is sun you can make it 25 days, The batteries are protected, balanced and monitored by 
750nm, 1400kma BMS master unit.  A 48 to 12v converter takes care of 
The break even point, using even to what's coming in, is radio, lights ,fridge and plotter/depth sounder.
4.5kn..For a quick over-night charge a 1500w charger, specially 

suited for lithium-ion, is carried on board. I did not use 
Of course the condition of wind and waves will influence this so far, as the solar panels keep up with the 
these figures, in your favour or against you.  For demands. For more information on the batteries, 
instance, we took The Pea from Yamba to Grafton up (EVP12V 180A) charger and protection-system (BMS) 
the Clarence river. By riding a making tide we did 6.5kn go to: 
(12km) on 1000w, and 8.2kn (15km) full speed.

MOTOR
The power consumption of cabin lights, nav & anchor 
lights, (all LED) radio, stereo, plotter and fridge Sweet Pea is powered by the Torqeedo cruise 4.0R, the 
combined totals 350w a day, or 30amp@ 12v. This most efficient electro motor on the market.  A 48 Volt 
equals a ? hour of solar input.motor, equivalent to a 10HP 4 stroke petrol outboard, 

will propel her at 6.8 knots, or 12.5 km, silently and no 
For a fridge we choose the autofridge eutectic, which fumes.  The throttle control display will tell your speed, 
runs on 17.5  amp a day at 12v, icy cold!(build in GPS), power-consumption in Watts or amps, 
Info on fridge: hours of power remaining at current speed, or miles/km 

www.ecoboats.com.au

www.evpower.com.au

www.autofridge.com.au

.

.

Sweet Pea is strongly constructed  from polycore panels Sweet Pea is a purpose built and designed solar-
sheeted in epoxy resin and double biassed glass, with 

powered boat, that combines traditional lines with 
extra layers where it matters and a full length skegg for 

hi tech materials and technology.  The silent electro motor 
course stability and strength.

will make a cruise an amazing peaceful experience, and 
 

the roomy cabin with its panoramic views will enthral you.  
The buoyancy of the poly panels combined with 
sealed compartments make her unsinkable.  

Sweet Pea fits on an single axle aluminum trailer that 
All construction is in epoxy resin and paintwork is Awl grip 

tows easy behind a 2 or 2.5ltr car, with excellent hydraulic 
2 pack polyurethane.  The interior is beautifully trimmed in 

brakes.  When on the trailer she doubles up as a 
solid silky oak, and the best upholstery materials are used. 

comfortable caravan and any river or lake with a ramp is 
 

yours to enjoy!  The opening steering window on the front, 
The hull is designed to give hull speed (5 knots) with 

sliding windows on the sides and cabin door aft will give 
a minimum of thrust, and at 5.1 knot the battery bank 

ample cross flow ventilation without being exposed to the 
will drive her for 25 hours.  In that time you would 

sun.  This makes a cruise on a hot summers day a cool 
generate power from the solar panels giving you more 

delight, and when closed up you can enjoy gliding through 
cruising miles, see fact sheet on electrics.  The whole boat 

rain storms in comfort.  Contradicting her low sleek lines 
and her electrics are virtually maintenance free (no 

she offers full standing height (1.92 m) in the main cabin.   
battery top up required) just a hose down with fresh water 

It is an easy boat to live on for extended periods, with a 
to rinse the salt off.

functional galley and sleeping for 5 adults.
Her shallow draught will give access to any where with 32 For more info., contact Pete at:
cm of water, and her screened windows will give you insect  
free nights.  or me, Herm, at 

yambayachtservices@yahoo.com.au
hermanjan@skymesh.com.

INTRODUCING THE ALL SOLAR-POWERED,
TRAILERABLE  'SWEET PEA'

Dingy is called ‘Wee Pea’

Dimensions:
length on deck             8.4 m
length waterline           7.9 m 
beam                            2.49 m
height in cabin             1.92 m 
draught                        0.32 m
displacement               1320 kg   (full watertanks & cruising gear)
weight on trailer          1220 kg
weight trailer                 260 kg      
total weight boat plus trailer   1480 kg
(trailer is rated for a 1950 kg total)

ELECTRICS ON SWEET PEA.

Herman getting ready to 
begin Sweet Pea
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